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Communities develop metadata recommendations for specific use cases and/or data types. Understanding how
these recommendations are implemented, identifying high-quality examples, and providing guidance for
improvement are important elements of the metadata improvement and adoption process. Software citation is an
important use case with an existing recommendation from FORCE11. Metadata collections in several dialects are
evaluated for the content recommended by FORCE in order to test readiness for the software citation use case.
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Develop a conceptual recommendation and map it to implementations:
FORCE11 is a community of scholars, librarians, archivists, publishers and research funders that recently developed a recommendation
for software citation (Smith AM, Katz DS, Niemeyer KE, FORCE11 Software Citation Working Group. (2016) Software Citation
Principles. PeerJ Computer Science 2:e86. DOI: 10.7717/peerj-cs.86). The concepts were then mapped to the DataCite Schema. We
used crosswalks to map to two other dialects (JATS and ISO 19115-2).
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Search metadata collections:
We know the locations of the concepts recommended
by FORCE11 in several dialects. We can search
collections that use those dialects and determine how
many records in those collections include the
recommended content.
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Conclusion:

All three dialects studied include the concepts recommended by FORCE for software citations. In
57% of the cases, all records in the collections include content for these concepts (Green). In 6% of
the cases, there is no content (Yellow).

Yes, current metadata dialects are ready to use the FORCE11
Software Citation Guidelines.
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